From the Editor

Officers:
President: John Patton
V-P Jim Anderson
Secretary: George Vargo
Treasurer: Larry Fitch

Our club has over
40 members. When
there is field work
to do, not everyone
can physically help.

Staff:
Field: Bob Anderson
Website: Jim Anderson
Safety: Scott Page
Photographer: Camille Page

Here are some other ways to support
our club.

Instructors:

Tri-City

Radio

Control

Modelers

Lyle Laughery (Chief Instr.)
Jim Anderson
Bill Bowen
Scott Page
Larry Salisbury
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World's fastest RC aircraft hits a stunning 548 mph –
without a motor. For more info on the record, click here.
On January 19, 2021 California's
Spencer Lisenby broke the
world speed record for remote
controlled aircraft using a technique known as Dynamic Soaring or “DS”.
DS started as “slope soaring”
in the 1960’s with aircraft
having the ability to stay in
the air as long as the pilot’s
bladder would hold out.
Speed records were challenged as speed junkies captured the wind energy as it
rose near a hill where the aircraft gained the speed of the
tailwind every time it went
down and lost less on the

way back up, picking up speed on every loop.
This mimics the technique of the black-footed
albatross.
The AMA Flight School has a section dedicated
to soaring.



Financially



Publicity– promote the club



Share skill-help
a pilot check
over his/her
plane before
maidening



Become a CD
or flight instructor



Make phone
calls for meeting reminders



Thank club
officers and
facility workers



Greet others



Welcome guests



Show interest
cp
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President’s Message

by John Patton

We’ve had a few days of pleasant flying weather and
many have the first flight of the year under their
belts, transmitters, or whatever. All in all, it’s been a
good start to the new year.
Even though February is usually our worst winter
weather month we can still have a few good days to
fly. Be sure to use the “Flying Today” feature on the web site. It
will let others know you will be there and you may be able to join
them. You must register to be included. Check it out.
Also, if you have a new plane, transmitter, or just need some
coaching, be sure to contact one of our instructors to arrange a
time to get some one-on-one assistance.

The board approved that we will host a pattern event May 22 - 23.
This is a good fund raiser for the club and we look forward to having the event again. More detail will be provided as the date
comes closer.
I have published a club roster with those whose dues are current.
Please review this for your own entry to make sure I have your
current information. If you change your email during the year
please let me know so I can keep your info current. I try to keep
this updated during the year as new members join.
A word about dues. The club dues are for the calendar year from
January through December. AMA has changed their membership
dates from the day you join AMA. This change was made several
years ago, so your AMA dues may differ from ours.
Guests are always welcome at our field. But since we have moving equipment flying around safety is always our first priority, especially for guests.
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If you invite guests, introduce them to the other members present so
they are aware of guests are on site. As you are their host be sure to
outline the safety rules for them, especially only pilots beyond the
fence. And if in the pit area, make them aware of equipment on the
ground and tables.
If the guest is not a proficient pilot or not an AMA member, you may
invite them to fly on a buddy box with you or an instructor.
If the guest has a current AMA membership it is OK for them to fly
without a buddy box.
These are guests we invite and know who they are. However, occasionally a stranger may show up. In that case, be sure to introduce
your self to them and to other members present. Again, it lets us all
know we have guests on site. If the guest shows an interest in our
club, we would be happy to put them on our newsletter mailing list.

If the person asks about flying or brings a plane to fly, ask to see
their AMA membership card. Guests do not have to be a member of
TCRCM, but they MUST be AMA members in order to fly.
Also, go over the site safety rules with them. They are posted on
placards on the shelter.
The reason flyers must be AMA members is because of the insurance
requirements of our lease with the City of Richland. The AMA provides the insurance the City requires and the AMA requires that all
pilots be members of AMA. Part of the AMA dues we pay is for this
insurance. In addition, our membership in the AMA requires us to
have a knowledge of and to adhere to AMA safety rules.
There is no reason to feel awkward about asking a person to verify
membership in AMA. It assures the guest and us that we have a
shared interest in the participation and safety of the hobby.
Hope to see you all soon!
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Polar Bear Fly In

by John Patton

There was a great turn out for the event this year. Over 20 pilots
attended at some point or other and many got in first flights. The
temp was cool, but little to no wind. Some of us remarked that it
was one of the more pleasant Polar Bears in recent years.
To the surprise of many the runway
was still covered in snow/ice/slush
and only planes with large tires and
the flying "W"s could get off the
ground. Of course, hand launched gliders weren't a problem.

Scott brought us up to date
on the remote ID rule changes from the FAA. Still many
months off, with no big
changes in store for us. We'll
keep you informed as
things progress.
The gate combo's were
changed. I sent a separate
email to those who paid via
paypal or early payments and may not have been there. If you did
pay early and did not get my email about the gate combo change, let
me know.

The big change was the Clyde CrashLooking forward to seeing all of you in the new year.
cup Award. This is normally given out at the annual meeting banquet in January. But, since no restaurants are open for large gather- Editor’s note: Clyde Crashcup is a fictional character from the early
1960s animated television series The Alvin Show. He is a scientist
ings we will not have one.
in a white coat who tended to "invent" things which had already
For new members, the Clyde Crashcup is a trophy given out to
been invented and whose experiments invariably failed.
the most memorable crash of the year. It is determined by the previous recipient to give to the new one. There are no specific criteria,
but usually we think though crashes are tragic, they can be beautiMy philosophy is, if (or when) I crash, I want it to be specful in their own way. And as a previous member who has since
tacular with lots of audience. If I’m going to lose hundreds
moved to Michigan, Jim McEntyre, always
said, "a crash is entertainment that money
or thousands of dollars worth of airplane, I want it to be memorable,
can't buy."
I want one of those crashes you tell your grandkids about. I want
Jim Anderson was awarded the much
coveted Clyde Crashcup Trophy for his back
to back crashes on the same day. He conceded there was probably much entertainment value for the rest of us if not for himself. Congrats! Jim.
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one of those crashes that shakes the ground or fills the air with
monokote and balsa rain. And if I can’t make a spectacular crash, well then, I guess I won’t crash at all.
From Steve Sterling and the recmodelersrc.air newsgroup, published in the Leading Edge, circa 1999
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Safety Article

by Scott Page

Spring is just around the corner so it’s time to review safety As an AMA member I agree:
I will not fly a model aircraft in a careless or reckless manner.
rules and protocols. Old timer’s – don’t think you get a pass on
I will not interfere with and will yield the right of way to all
reading through this because you already “know” the rules. The
human-carrying aircraft using AMA’s See and Avoid Guidrules you “know” may well have changed. The difference beance and a spotter when appropriate.
I will not operate any model aircraft while I am under the intween the 2014 and 2018 versions of the AMA Safety Code are
fluence of alcohol or any drug that could adversely affect
profound so I beseech everyone to review the AMA safety code,
my ability to safely control the model.
and the RCRCM safety & security guidelines.
I will avoid flying directly over unprotected people, moving
vehicles, and occupied structures.
The Newsletter Editor will be including two additional files in
I will fly Free Flight (FF) and Control Line (CL) models in
the email. One document is the full text of the RCRCM Safety &
compliance with AMA’s safety programming.
Security Guidelines – which were established in 2014. The other
I will maintain visual contact of an RC model aircraft without
document is the full text of the AMA Safety Handbook. Much of
enhancement other than corrective lenses prescribed to
that handbook is best practices and sound advice – but the AMA
me. When using an advanced flight system, such as an autopilot, or flying First-Person View (FPV), I will comply
Safety Code is obligatory. For that reason, I’ve included the full
with AMA’s Advanced Flight System programming.
text of the Safety code below. Please note that the TCRCM Safety
I will only fly models weighing more than 55 pounds, includ& Security Guidelines contain as Appendix A an OUTDATED copy
ing fuel, if certified through AMA’s Large Model Airplane
of the AMA Safety Code. The most recent version of the AMA
Program.
Safety Code (in its entirety) is below.
I will only fly a turbine-powered model aircraft in compliance
with AMA’s Gas Turbine Program.
ACADEMY OF MODEL AERONAUTICS
I will not fly a powered model outdoors closer than 25 feet to
NATIONAL MODEL AIRCRAFT SAFETY CODE
any individual, except for myself or my helper(s) located at
Effective January 1, 2018
the flightline, unless I am takA model aircraft is a non-human-carrying device capable of susing off and landing, or as othtained flight within visual line of sight of the pilot or spotter(s).
erwise provided in AMA’s
It may not exceed limitations of this code and is intended excluCompetition Regulation.
sively for sport, recreation, education and/or competition. All
I will use an established safety
model flights must be conducted in accordance with this safety
line to separate all model aircode and related AMA guidelines, any additional rules specific to
craft operations from spectathe flying site, as well as all applicable laws and regulations.
tors and bystanders.
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Thursday Lunches

by John Patton

Occasionally, when restaurants are
open, I send out emails about Thursday
lunches. Some of you may wonder what
this is about.
It’s another fun story about a member
who passed several years ago. Fred
Stong was an excellent pilot as well as engineer who designed electronic instruments.

Even after Fred passed, we continued the lunches at Denny’s. But several years ago, they had a big change in wait
staff and it didn’t seem the same. So, we decided to go to
Sterling’s instead.
As you see, our Thursday lunches are just an opportunity
to get together off the field for some light conversation and
to enjoy a meal together. This is not an “in” group or anything like that, just anyone who wants to come.

When the restaurants open again, we’ll resume them. We’ll
meet at Sterling’s on GWW in Richland after start up, but
His wife put him on a heart healthy diet but he got tired of that can be open for discussion. When I put out the next
eating all the healthy stuff and needed an occasional change. email about ThursTo make things easier his wife went out on Thursdays to
day lunch, you now
have lunch with her friends so it was easy for Fred to “sneak” know why and how
in a good meal.
this custom started.
Fred wanted to eat at Denny’s because there’s nothing
healthy on their menu. So, whoever was at the field on
Thursday would go to Denny’s with Fred.
And, being a good pilot and engineer, he had an opinion on
most things, so the conversation was always fun and interesting.
At times there were eight or nine of us there. It became a
regular Thursday event even when we didn’t fly. The staff
there came to know us and saved a big table for us. One of
the waitresses became our regular server and knew what
most of us wanted.
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Frank Tiano

competing in AMA events in 1975. Along with Scale and Pattern, he
has participated in ¼ Scale Racing, the US Scale Masters, and Top
Gun. His ¼-scale race airplane, Nemesis, set the highest speed recThe AMA History Project Presents:
ord for a Formula I model at the Galveston Air Races. To improve
Biography of FRANK TIANO
Scale competitions, he created a new set of rules, which have been
Began modeling in 1951
adopted by the AMA and Scale Masters. He also invented the Fun
Career: ▪ AMA contest director for 12 years ▪ Owned Hobby Super Scale and Team Scale categories.
Store in West Palm Beach, Florida for 3 years ▪ AMA industry leadHe designed a pace aircraft for the ¼ Scale Racing circuit, a Kler ▪ District V Assistant Vice President Honors: ▪
61 that was kitted by Precision Kit Cutters, a P-39 flown in Top
2010: Inducted into the VR/CS Hall of Fame ▪
Gun, a sanding system, and molded resin Dummy Radial engines.
2012: Inducted into the AMA Model Aviation Hall of Fame .
He was asked in 2010 to build a 12-foot model of a Kate Torpedo

November 9, 1944 – January 4, 2021

The name, Frank Tiano, is
synonymous with Top
Gun and Florida Jets.
These are two of the largest model aviation events
in the world, and have
helped spread the word
about the sport through
being featured on television programs and in The
Wall Street Journal. “Simply put, I do not know of any other individual, in the past 15 years, who has done more to bring model aviation worldwide notoriety than Frank Tiano,” Sean Curry wrote in
nominating Frank for the AMA Model Aviation Hall of Fame.
In his lifetime, Frank has authored countless articles in magazines such as Scale RC Modeler and Model Aviation. He has placed
in many Scale and Pattern events, designed several model aircraft,
served as a club officer, advised industry leaders on financial matters, and taught countless school children how to fly. Frank began
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Bomber for a Pearl Harbor museum. Frank has written more than
200 product reviews, dozens of how-to articles, and has had a
monthly column in many magazines. He also worked for Model Airplane News as its advertising manager and financial advisor from
1981 to 1983. He has been an officer of many clubs, including serving as president of the Kingston Aeromodelers in the 1970s. He has
provided classroom and outdoor model aircraft demonstrations for
many schools, beginning in 1980. Since he moved to Lakeland, Florida, in 2002, he has worked with three different schools—teaching
the kids how to fly through the use of a buddy box. He also had a
hand in the Delta Dart program being implemented at dozens of
modeling events.
https://
www.modelaircraft.org/
sites/default/files/files/
TianoFrank.pdf

Frank’s legacy lives on.
The Florida Jets and Top
Gun will be held in 2021!
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Who Is This?
Jake flies his 3D
printed TIE fighter
that is mounted to a
race quad skeleton.

Can you name this pilot?
Hint: He flies fixed wing as well as EDF
and drives a truck.
January 18, 2021 was a warm,
beautiful day to fly.

George’s turbine jet had the attention of a large pit crew.
Larry
Fitch on
a cool
January
day.
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Social Media– MeWe

by Scott Page

In general, Social Media is a minefield not worth traversing.
HOWEVER, there are times however when social media is beneficial to the hobbyist. Example: Recently I needed to do a repair
to the landing gear on my Pantera. I was stymied about how to
access the gear mounting plate short of a full-on laparoscopy.
Exchanging messages with another club member in social media gave me the idea, insight, and courage to cut into the model
and perform the repair with a minimum of hassle or collateral
damage. Left to my own devices goodness only knows what
might have happened. What I really dislike about social media
such as Facebook is the intrusion into my private life in order to
sell my data to others. I may be a user of Facebook, but the customers are everyone from government to headhunters.

others.

I’d invite you to overcome your dislike of social media and at
least check out this club discussion group on MeWe. Of course,
the group is only as good as the members make it through participation. So offer stuff to sell, share ideas, photos, and anything
having to do with our hobby @ https://mewe.com/
group/5ffc00671b349a25f36f19d1 O ya, at the time I’m writing this we have 9 club members in our MeWe group.
Featured Web Page– TCRCM Blog
The club blog page features a variety of tips, photos, quick fixes, items for sale, and the true story of how Jim Anderson
crashed twice in one day to become our Clyde Crashcup winner.

In November I became aware of a newish online social media
opportunity. This is called “MeWe”. Their premise it to provide
the social platform without the advertising or data mining prevalent on most others. I checked out MeWe for a couple months
and then decided to create a “group” exclusively for TCRCM
members and RC affiliated friends. This groups is exclusively
for discussion of the model hobby. Unlike the TCRCM Facebook
or Web page that push info only – the MeWe group is intended
to be a group discussion. There is literally NO advertising or
date mining on MeWe. The only caveat, is in order to administer MeWe, they will try to sell you a “premium” membership.
This premium membership is not required to participate.
There are also other RC groups including Hard Core Balsa
Builders, RC Pattern, Callie Graphics, MotionRC Fan Group, and
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For Sale

by Scott Page– text or email please

I have a bunch of ACCST D8 receivers and 4 current/voltage sensors to sell to club members for
cheap and cheaper. Most are unused NIB.

January Battery Winner
The winner of the January battery drawing
(via random number from an Alexa dot) is
Rob Opgenorth!
The survey request was: Webpage link you
find the most useful as an RC reference.
Here are the replies for your edification.
Several sites had multiple submissions. The
links are listed below.
https://www.horizonhobby.com/
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/index.php
https://rcbattery.com/
https://www.flyinggiants.com/
https://www.motionrc.com/
http://jj604.com/LiPoTool/
http://www.Amazon.com
https://www.windfinder.com/
weatherforecast/richland_airport

I have 6 low voltage alarms to give away free to club members. These are
for 2,3,or4 cell batteries. They sound a very loud alarm if the battery
drops below a preset level. Default is 3.3 volts. I bought many of these
before I was knee deep in telemetry, so now I
don't need them. All are brand new. To use
them you simply plug into the balance plug.
They can be picked up @ my house or when
I'm @ the field (frequently).
Scott Page
If you would like to list something for
sale in the next newsletter, please
email the details to
tri.city.rc.modelers@gmail.com
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This months question and chance
to win a free battery is found at https://www.surveymonkey.com/

Batteries for our
give-aways are
courtesy of
RCBattery.com.
Check out their web
site! New shipments
arrive regularly.
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